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Abstract. To optimise the performance of distributed compute, smaller
lightweight storage caches are needed which integrate with existing grid com-
puting workflows. A good solution to provide lightweight storage caches is to
use an XRootD-proxy cache. To support distributed lightweight XRootD proxy
services across GridPP we have developed a centralised monitoring framework.
With the v5 release of XRootD it is possible to build a monitoring framework
which collects distributed caching metadata broadcast from multiple sites. To
provide the best support for these distributed caches we have built a centralised
monitoring service for XRootD storage instances within GridPP. This monitor-
ing solution is built upon experiences presented by CMS in setting up a similar
service as part of their AAA system. This new framework is designed to provide
remote monitoring of the behaviour, performance, and reliability of distributed
XRootD services across the UK. Effort has been made to simplify ease of de-
ployment by remote site administrators.
The result of this work is an interactive dashboard system which enables ad-
ministrators to access real-time metrics on the performance of their lightweight
storage systems. This monitoring framework is intended to supplement existing
functionality and availability testing metrics by providing detailed information
and logging from a site perspective.

1 Introduction

To optimise the amount of compute available to GridPP [1], [2] smaller sites are focussing
on maximising their processing power contributions. Providing access to these distributed
computing facilities requires these sites to run a lightweight storage cache to provide high
overall job efficiency. One of the best solutions for providing distributed lightweight storage
services is to deploy an XRootD[3]-proxy cache at each site on top of a POSIX filesystem.

Previous work at Edinburgh [4] has focussed on developing a monitoring system tar-
geted towards XRootD-proxy caches used within the UK at Edinburgh and Birmingham
WLCG [5] Tier2 facilities. This system was built by adopting the monitoring approaches
used within XCache [6] as part of the SLATE project [7].

With the release of v5 of the XRootD project it is now possible to integrate our monitoring
more closely with XRootD improving the experience of sites looking to deploy such a service.
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2 Requirements for the GridPP XRootD monitoring framework

A summary of good requirements for a centralised monitoring framework for distributed
lightweight storage solutions have been summarised below:

• Be simple to deploy/maintain
Ideally a remote monitoring framework would require very little configuration/setup on
behalf of the site administrator to be deployed at a Tier2 site. Additionally, the service
needs to run with minimal interaction from a site admin and should not require additional
time/effort to maintain.

• Centrally monitor multiple instances
The end goal of this would be to track and monitor multiple remote services distributed
across the UK. This framework has to provide a common monitoring interface for multiple
XRootD storage elements.

• Track the use of storage by XRootD
Reporting the usage and free space of the storage behind the XRootD service is an essential
part of understanding how well the resources are being used.

• Track the network use by XRootD
As XRootD is used for both hosting and buffering access to files across the network, it’s
essential to track the network use of the service itself to determine if it’s running correctly.

• Monitor the efficiency of an XRootD cache (if one is present)
If the XRootD service is buffering access to remote data via cached storage it would be
useful to know how much of an improvement that using this cache is offering.

Previous attempts at collecting enough monitoring data to satisfy the requirements above
involved site administrators installing and running additional Python-based services on these
XRootD hosts. An effort was also made to provide access to a Docker [8] based solution,
however this was not appropriate for all use cases. This main drawback of this approach was
that it required additional effort for site administrators and placed additional load on the site
storage. Unfortunately this monitoring system has proven to be difficult to scale.

A better solution for monitoring the storage services was found by integrating with the
monitoring metrics collected by XRootD itself.

3 Integration with v5 XRootD

Integrating monitoring collection of the lightweight storage endpoints directly with the
XRootD service has several advantages. In particular this allows access to the internal state of
the XRootD service without having to perform additional inspection of the running storage.

One of the new features of v5 XRootD is the “g-stream” monitoring stream. This allows
an XRootD service to report additional monitoring and caching metrics. The advantage of
this monitoring is that it is now be possible to use the XRootD service itself to report the
metrics which are of interest. One of the big advantages of integrating with XRootD directly
is all that is required is to add a few lines to the site configuration as demonstrated in Figure 1.

As the monitoring now integrates with XRootD it allows for XRootD service to be mon-
itored in a generic way. By taking this approach it is also possible to integrate with the
XRootD component of the DPM [9] storage systems at sites. This allows for this service to
be used as a distributed monitoring solution for many XRootD deployments within GridPP.
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all.sitename Edinburgh
if exec xrootd:
xrd.report tatties.ph.ed.ac.uk:9931 every 1m all
xrootd.monitor all fstat 60s lfn ops tatties.ph.ed.ac.uk:9930
# g-stream configuration for v5.1
# xrootd.mongstream all use send json fullhdr tatties.ph.ed.ac.uk:9931

fi

Figure 1. XRootD configuration changes which had to be introduced for running services at Edinburgh
to report to the new GridPP XRootD monitoring collectors hosted on tatties.ph.ed.ac.uk. This does
not represent the entire XRootD-proxy service configuration, only the additional lines which had to be
added to collect metrics from the running services.

4 Ingesting monitoring data

The XRootD monitoring streams broadcast data over UDP to a remote server from the storage
host. To process this data into a graphical monitoring format it first must be ingested by a
collector. A custom collector has been developed which is based on the OSG tool [10] already
in production and used by CMS as part of the AAA framework [11]. The new features we
have integrated into this collector allow for the collection and parsing of new information
exposed by XRootD as part of the “g-stream” metrics exposed in XRootD v5.

Once the monitoring data has been collected it has to be processed and stored before it
can be displayed. Building on experiences shared by CMS at building infrastructure like this
for production use, we have built and deployed a clustered monitoring system using Docker
Compose [12].

An overview of this monitoring system is shown below in Figure 2. The full deployment
of this service has been designed around redundancy and scalability. In particular, as the data
is broadcast in realtime some effort has been made at the collector and monitoring level to
allow data to be buffered to reduce data loss caused by maintenance of individual components.
This has proven useful during the development of this cluster as it has allowed individual
services to be re-configured and re-deployed as the production service evolves.

Managing various components through Docker also means that the only services which
need to be publicly exposed are the metric collectors as well as the Kibana|[13] presentation
dashboards.

5 Results

Making use of the monitoring framework which has been deployed for GridPP, it’s possible
to view live statistics of various sites throughout the UK in much the same way as AAA is
able to view live XRootD activities for CMS.

Figures 3 and 4 show data which has been collected in realtime against both the Edin-
burgh and Birmingham Tier2 storage elements. Figure 3, shows access patterns of files from
these different storage servers. This information is similar to metrics made available to CMS
through the AAA service. Figure 4, shows how the ratio of file access via normal vs vector
reads varies compared to the size of the file. This is not meant to be representative of a single
HEP workflow but is the total aggregate of many file accesses against a site. Information such
as this is easiest to extract from the XRootD service itself and will be useful in determining
how best to optimise these lightweight storage services.
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Figure 2. Overview of the service within Docker Compose as setup for monitoring small XRootD
storage endpoints. Data from remote sites is first collected via redundant metric collectors which are
externally listening on the host. Importantly after the data has been collected it is managed internally
through various Docker controlled services until it’s presented to the end user via a publicly accessible
Kibana instance. This approach reduces the number of services which are externally accessible whilst
still keeping all parts of the system resilient to individual component outages.

The time between broadcast and presentation of the monitoring data is less than 5 minutes.
This allows for this data to be useful in order to support realtime debugging and monitoring
of remote lightweight storage services.

6 Summary

We have shown we are able to provide a reliable service for realtime monitoring of distributed
XRootD storage. This will allow us to better support many lightweight storage caches dis-
tributed across the UK. This new framework has been designed in a way as to allow the
various components to scale and be maintained. In addition, we have also designed this
solution to be simple to setup for remote site administrators, whilst requiring no additional
maintenance overhead.

As well as providing an additional cross-check of the availability and reliability of ser-
vices running at sites, this monitoring system tracks and logs detailed metrics from the site
perspective which is useful in understanding performance of a production service.

We have also shown that we are able to collect both summary and realtime metrics of the
performance of sites which have subscribed to this service. This monitoring data will allow
for the configuration of lightweight storage systems to be understood and optimised thereby
improving overall site performance.
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We have also shown that we are able to collect both summary and realtime metrics of the
performance of sites which have subscribed to this service. This monitoring data will allow
for the configuration of lightweight storage systems to be understood and optimised thereby
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Figure 3. This figure shows realtime information on individual transfers whilst providing monitoring
of the XRootD servers themselves. These metrics include the number of connections over time for the
various services, the amount of data transferred over the network as well as which files were accessed
and when.

Figure 4. This figure shows the distribution of individual file accesses at the Edinburgh site over a
roughly 2 month period. This heatmap shows the distribution of files according to both filesize (GB)
and the fraction of reads which were performed using normal read operations or vector reads (0.0-1.0).
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